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Dominion 
Part 2 - Rise Up 

 

NOTE: This teaching on Dominion Session 2 is to be used by National and Area Leaders during your yearly 
Leadership Development events. Feel free to make copies. Make the teaching personal and relevant for your leaders.  

(Slide 1) Aglow has continually risen to a higher place of authority as we’ve understood God’s 
instruction to us. Beginning in 1981, Jane first spoke a message in Aglow that has become one of 
Aglow’s mandates – male/female reconciliation. Each time the message is spoken, Jane has defined 
dominion according to Genesis 1-3.  

(Slide 2) From the beginning God told us what dominion would look like in the earth. It was 
male and female. This is the structure God designed to deal with the enemy. It is the structure 
through which He would not only deal with Satan, but also reveal Himself to the world. It is 
God’s master plan.  

Through God’s creation, the man and woman, dominion would come forth on the earth. Go forth. 
Subdue. Multiply. Rule. Reign. On earth as it is in Heaven. 

As we have looked back and understood the ways God has led the ministry forward, it is astounding 
to see how He has spoken to us with increased intentionality and purpose. Each year has built upon 
the previous year. Our focus has become clear, our identity defined, our purpose revealed. It has 
been as though His hand was on our back, propelling us into the future. Each step has been taken 
with His permission, filled with His delegated authority.  

It is time for the Bride, both male and female, to be positioned in the places God has called. We must 
be found carrying out our duties and fulfilling our commitments. As Jane has said, we must begin to 
rise up in authority, walk the length and breadth of our land, and proclaim that the Kingdom of God 
has come.  

Be fruitful and multiply 
(Slide 3)Aglow began in the United States in 1967 and quickly spread into Canada.  

» By 1977, Aglow groups were meeting in 10 nations of the world.  
» By 1987, there were 1,840 Lighthouses in the United States and 773 fellowships growing in 79 

nations.  
» By 1997, Aglow was in 132 nations. 
» In 2007, the ministry had leadership in 165 nations with over 4,000 Lighthouses and 

fellowships.  

In April of 2006 a prophetic word came to the ministry foretelling that there would be a Lighthouse in 
every city in the world.  
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(Slide 4) I saw a lighthouse in every city, in every state, in every country on the whole planet. 
I saw the beam of light going around and connecting with the lighthouses around it. It became 
a wall of pure light that surrounded the whole world. And that light illuminated the darkness 
and the name of Jesus was glorified…and the power of God was brought down out of the 
heavens. The Glory of God was revealed to men and all men saw it together. 

(Slide 5) In 2009 Linda Jones, Executive Directors of the Worldwide Field Office – USA, and Jervae 
Brooks, Executive Director of the Worldwide Field Office – International, expressed a vision to see a 
prayer group with a minimum of 2 people, beginning in nations and towns where there is no Aglow 
presence. (Slide 6) Nancy McDaniel, Aglow’s Prayer Director, is working to establish prayer groups 
in every state and national capital, especially in nations where there is no Aglow presence. Aglow will 
be in every nation and every city conducting Kingdom business and walking in Kingdom authority.  

Built on a strong foundation of prayer and evangelism, strengthened by the mandates which bring a 
global vision from a Biblical perspective, Aglow women and men have become an army of 
intercessors that surround the world. We are a global network consisting of thousands of groups, 
committed to making a difference by reaching beyond ourselves and bringing Godly transformation 
to our nations by aligning with Heaven and proclaiming prophetic words and promises spoken to the 
ministry. With a click of a button, over 1 million intercessors are able to declare that God’s will be 
done in any situation. We are destined to reign. 

Fill the earth and subdue it 
(Slide 7) 

» In 1967, Aglow began. 
» In 1980, Jane Hansen Hoyt became the International President. 
» In 1981, the first mandate came forth – male/female reconciliation. 
» In 1991, the second mandate came forth – the call to Islam, expose the system, love the 

people. 
» (Slide 8) In 1999, Nancy McDaniel was appointed as the Prayer Director for the ministry.  
» In 2000, Aglow took the first of many trips into Israel.  
» In 2000, Diwaniya for Women, Aglow’s television program reaching into the Arab world began 

production with the first programs airing months before September 11, 2001.  
» In 2001, the third mandate came forth – support the nation of Israel and love the Jewish 

people. James Goll gave a word that all those under Jane’s charge will follow her in this Esther 
calling because Aglow has been called for such a time as this.  

» In 2001, Diane Moder was appointed as the Islamic Awareness and Education Director and 
began holding seminars teaching and training Aglow women and men, and the Body of Christ 
of the danger behind radical Islam.  

» In 2003, a prophetic shift – “we are moving!” 
» In 2004, Isaiah 22:22 Dutch Sheets gave a key to Jane. “I give you the key!”  
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» In 2006, Sandy Wezowicz was appointed as the Watchmen on the Wall Director and began 
holding WOW seminars all across the United States. Many national leaders attend WOW 
seminars that are held in conjunction with international conferences.  

» (Slide 9) In 2006, Evangeline Weiner joined Aglow as the Generations Project Director. 
Young women and men are taking their place on the wall and Aglow is connecting generation 
to generation.  

» In 2006, AIM, Aglow’s online Institute of Ministry, was announced and opened its online doors 
in 2008 with Diane Fink as the Director. Alistair Petrie said that Aglow was in the middle of a 
wineskin change.  

» In 2007, Janet Mangum became the Transformation Director and began taking Aglow women 
into different nations of the world to evangelize and bring transformation. Aglow women and 
men have been trained and raised up to lead trips into nations, bringing the Good News to 
many. Signs, wonders, and miracles are part of each trip. 

» In 2008, Washington, DC Graham Cooke speaks profound prophetic message. 
» In 2007, Aglow International celebrated 40 years of ministry around the world. 
» In 2009, Aglow International joined the ranks of Facebook and has become a place for many 

to connect and encourage one another. Asher Intrater asked if Aglow would be a company of 
Mary’s to birth the 2nd coming of Christ. 

» (Slide 9) In 2009, Jane Hansen Hoyt was the keynote speaker at Promise Keeper’s 20th 
Anniversary celebration. (Promise Keeper’s is a ministry for men.) Jane’s message was on 
male/female reconciliation. 

» In 2010, the Aglow Prayer Network is connected through Twitter. 
» In 2011, Graham Cooke taught 3 Leader’s Training sessions that were a precursor to 

GameChangers and LifeChangers. Ray Hughes asked, “Who will step out of the ranks of the 
religious?” Johnny Enlow said, “As women are allowed to take their rightful place, nations will 
begin to align with Heaven.” Ray also said, “As the Body of Christ, we are not called to survive, 
but to deliver nations. Chuck Pierce said that covered in Grace, we will stand between 
Kingdoms and displace ungodly rulers.  

» In 2012, Aglow International celebrates 45 years of ministry. Mission and Vision statements 
upgraded. Aglow is in 167 nations. 

» In 2013, Graham Cooke and Jane Hansen Hoyt bring GameChangers teaching to Aglow. 
» In 2014, Jane Hansen Hoyt receives an award from the government of Israel thanking Aglow 

for our support of Israel, for our tourism in the land, and our heart for the Jewish people. 
Weekly prayer calls led by Sandy Wezowicz and Diane Moder for Israel that began in 2007 
continue.  

» In 2015, Graham Cooke teaches on the Body of Christ being both Army and Family. Asher 
Intrater and Harun are at conference – the sons of Abraham represented – Arab and Jew. 
Asher teaches on the ‘Ecclesia’.  

» In 2016, Asher Intrater and Jane Hansen Hoyt speak at the European Regional event in Rome, 
Italy. Asher speaks on a higher dimension of the baptism of the Holy Spirit. 
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» In 2017, Aglow celebrates 50 years of ministry! Spirit born, Spirit lead for 50 years. Aglow is re-
mantled and recommissioned for the next 50 years 

» In 2018, Aglow comes full circle and goes to a higher level. Dutch Sheets said, “The best days 
of Aglow are not behind you, they are ahead of you.” Aglow recognized as a key ministry to 
lead in the Third Great Awakening.  

» In 2019, Aglow held it’s annual conference in Jerusalem. 
» In 2020, no Aglow conference was held because the world was under attack by Covid. 
» In 2021, the Presence of God was so strong in every aspect of conference.  

(Slide 11) Each step the ministry has advanced has been strategic and intentional.  

(Slide 12) We, as part of the Bride are making ourselves ready, and we are reigning daily. 
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Dominion Part 2 
Handout 

 
Prophecy is history spoken in advance. Looking back on the prophetic word revealing to us that there 
would be a Lighthouse in every city in the earth, we can see that as time continues, more and more 
Aglow Lighthouses will be established in the nations of the world. What steps does your team/board 
have in place to see that a Lighthouse/fellowship is established in each town or village in your 
area/nation? (If your team/board does not have an active plan to see groups established, take time to 
formulate steps to reach this goal.) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Knowing that it is the love of God that draws the lost, His goodness and kindness that softens the 
hardest of hearts, discuss the ways your Lighthouse will release these aspects of God’s character into 
your communities. (Use the back of this page to capture thoughts and plans.) 
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	Dominion Part 2
	Handout
	Prophecy is history spoken in advance. Looking back on the prophetic word revealing to us that there would be a Lighthouse in every city in the earth, we can see that as time continues, more and more Aglow Lighthouses will be established in the nations of the world. What steps does your team/board have in place to see that a Lighthouse/fellowship is established in each town or village in your area/nation? (If your team/board does not have an active plan to see groups established, take time to formulate steps to reach this goal.)
	Knowing that it is the love of God that draws the lost, His goodness and kindness that softens the hardest of hearts, discuss the ways your Lighthouse will release these aspects of God’s character into your communities. (Use the back of this page to capture thoughts and plans.)
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NOTE: This teaching on Dominion Session 2 is to be used by National and Area Leaders during your yearly Leadership Development events. Feel free to make copies. Make the teaching personal and relevant for your leaders. 

(Slide 1) Aglow has continually risen to a higher place of authority as we’ve understood God’s instruction to us. Beginning in 1981, Jane first spoke a message in Aglow that has become one of Aglow’s mandates – male/female reconciliation. Each time the message is spoken, Jane has defined dominion according to Genesis 1-3. 

(Slide 2) From the beginning God told us what dominion would look like in the earth. It was male and female. This is the structure God designed to deal with the enemy. It is the structure through which He would not only deal with Satan, but also reveal Himself to the world. It is God’s master plan. 

Through God’s creation, the man and woman, dominion would come forth on the earth. Go forth. Subdue. Multiply. Rule. Reign. On earth as it is in Heaven.

As we have looked back and understood the ways God has led the ministry forward, it is astounding to see how He has spoken to us with increased intentionality and purpose. Each year has built upon the previous year. Our focus has become clear, our identity defined, our purpose revealed. It has been as though His hand was on our back, propelling us into the future. Each step has been taken with His permission, filled with His delegated authority. 

It is time for the Bride, both male and female, to be positioned in the places God has called. We must be found carrying out our duties and fulfilling our commitments. As Jane has said, we must begin to rise up in authority, walk the length and breadth of our land, and proclaim that the Kingdom of God has come. 

Be fruitful and multiply

(Slide 3)Aglow began in the United States in 1967 and quickly spread into Canada. 

By 1977, Aglow groups were meeting in 10 nations of the world. 

By 1987, there were 1,840 Lighthouses in the United States and 773 fellowships growing in 79 nations. 

By 1997, Aglow was in 132 nations.

In 2007, the ministry had leadership in 165 nations with over 4,000 Lighthouses and fellowships. 

In April of 2006 a prophetic word came to the ministry foretelling that there would be a Lighthouse in every city in the world. 

(Slide 4) I saw a lighthouse in every city, in every state, in every country on the whole planet. I saw the beam of light going around and connecting with the lighthouses around it. It became a wall of pure light that surrounded the whole world. And that light illuminated the darkness and the name of Jesus was glorified…and the power of God was brought down out of the heavens. The Glory of God was revealed to men and all men saw it together.

(Slide 5) In 2009 Linda Jones, Executive Directors of the Worldwide Field Office – USA, and Jervae Brooks, Executive Director of the Worldwide Field Office – International, expressed a vision to see a prayer group with a minimum of 2 people, beginning in nations and towns where there is no Aglow presence. (Slide 6) Nancy McDaniel, Aglow’s Prayer Director, is working to establish prayer groups in every state and national capital, especially in nations where there is no Aglow presence. Aglow will be in every nation and every city conducting Kingdom business and walking in Kingdom authority. 

Built on a strong foundation of prayer and evangelism, strengthened by the mandates which bring a global vision from a Biblical perspective, Aglow women and men have become an army of intercessors that surround the world. We are a global network consisting of thousands of groups, committed to making a difference by reaching beyond ourselves and bringing Godly transformation to our nations by aligning with Heaven and proclaiming prophetic words and promises spoken to the ministry. With a click of a button, over 1 million intercessors are able to declare that God’s will be done in any situation. We are destined to reign.

Fill the earth and subdue it

(Slide 7)

In 1967, Aglow began.

In 1980, Jane Hansen Hoyt became the International President.

In 1981, the first mandate came forth – male/female reconciliation.

In 1991, the second mandate came forth – the call to Islam, expose the system, love the people.

(Slide 8) In 1999, Nancy McDaniel was appointed as the Prayer Director for the ministry. 

In 2000, Aglow took the first of many trips into Israel. 

In 2000, Diwaniya for Women, Aglow’s television program reaching into the Arab world began production with the first programs airing months before September 11, 2001. 

In 2001, the third mandate came forth – support the nation of Israel and love the Jewish people. James Goll gave a word that all those under Jane’s charge will follow her in this Esther calling because Aglow has been called for such a time as this. 

In 2001, Diane Moder was appointed as the Islamic Awareness and Education Director and began holding seminars teaching and training Aglow women and men, and the Body of Christ of the danger behind radical Islam. 

In 2003, a prophetic shift – “we are moving!”

In 2004, Isaiah 22:22 Dutch Sheets gave a key to Jane. “I give you the key!” 

In 2006, Sandy Wezowicz was appointed as the Watchmen on the Wall Director and began holding WOW seminars all across the United States. Many national leaders attend WOW seminars that are held in conjunction with international conferences. 

(Slide 9) In 2006, Evangeline Weiner joined Aglow as the Generations Project Director. Young women and men are taking their place on the wall and Aglow is connecting generation to generation. 

In 2006, AIM, Aglow’s online Institute of Ministry, was announced and opened its online doors in 2008 with Diane Fink as the Director. Alistair Petrie said that Aglow was in the middle of a wineskin change. 

In 2007, Janet Mangum became the Transformation Director and began taking Aglow women into different nations of the world to evangelize and bring transformation. Aglow women and men have been trained and raised up to lead trips into nations, bringing the Good News to many. Signs, wonders, and miracles are part of each trip.

In 2008, Washington, DC Graham Cooke speaks profound prophetic message.

In 2007, Aglow International celebrated 40 years of ministry around the world.

In 2009, Aglow International joined the ranks of Facebook and has become a place for many to connect and encourage one another. Asher Intrater asked if Aglow would be a company of Mary’s to birth the 2nd coming of Christ.

(Slide 9) In 2009, Jane Hansen Hoyt was the keynote speaker at Promise Keeper’s 20th Anniversary celebration. (Promise Keeper’s is a ministry for men.) Jane’s message was on male/female reconciliation.

In 2010, the Aglow Prayer Network is connected through Twitter.

In 2011, Graham Cooke taught 3 Leader’s Training sessions that were a precursor to GameChangers and LifeChangers. Ray Hughes asked, “Who will step out of the ranks of the religious?” Johnny Enlow said, “As women are allowed to take their rightful place, nations will begin to align with Heaven.” Ray also said, “As the Body of Christ, we are not called to survive, but to deliver nations. Chuck Pierce said that covered in Grace, we will stand between Kingdoms and displace ungodly rulers. 

In 2012, Aglow International celebrates 45 years of ministry. Mission and Vision statements upgraded. Aglow is in 167 nations.

In 2013, Graham Cooke and Jane Hansen Hoyt bring GameChangers teaching to Aglow.

In 2014, Jane Hansen Hoyt receives an award from the government of Israel thanking Aglow for our support of Israel, for our tourism in the land, and our heart for the Jewish people. Weekly prayer calls led by Sandy Wezowicz and Diane Moder for Israel that began in 2007 continue. 

In 2015, Graham Cooke teaches on the Body of Christ being both Army and Family. Asher Intrater and Harun are at conference – the sons of Abraham represented – Arab and Jew. Asher teaches on the ‘Ecclesia’. 

In 2016, Asher Intrater and Jane Hansen Hoyt speak at the European Regional event in Rome, Italy. Asher speaks on a higher dimension of the baptism of the Holy Spirit.

In 2017, Aglow celebrates 50 years of ministry! Spirit born, Spirit lead for 50 years. Aglow is re-mantled and recommissioned for the next 50 years

In 2018, Aglow comes full circle and goes to a higher level. Dutch Sheets said, “The best days of Aglow are not behind you, they are ahead of you.” Aglow recognized as a key ministry to lead in the Third Great Awakening. 

In 2019, Aglow held it’s annual conference in Jerusalem.

In 2020, no Aglow conference was held because the world was under attack by Covid.

In 2021, the Presence of God was so strong in every aspect of conference. 

(Slide 11) Each step the ministry has advanced has been strategic and intentional. 

(Slide 12) We, as part of the Bride are making ourselves ready, and we are reigning daily.


Dominion Part 2

Handout



Prophecy is history spoken in advance. Looking back on the prophetic word revealing to us that there would be a Lighthouse in every city in the earth, we can see that as time continues, more and more Aglow Lighthouses will be established in the nations of the world. What steps does your team/board have in place to see that a Lighthouse/fellowship is established in each town or village in your area/nation? (If your team/board does not have an active plan to see groups established, take time to formulate steps to reach this goal.)























Knowing that it is the love of God that draws the lost, His goodness and kindness that softens the hardest of hearts, discuss the ways your Lighthouse will release these aspects of God’s character into your communities. (Use the back of this page to capture thoughts and plans.)
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